
CHAGALL ART PROJECT
STAINED GLASS WINDOW

MATERIALS
• 8.5x11 Laminator pouches (1 per student)
• Black cardstock or construction paper (2 per student)
• Glue sticks and scissors
• Royal blue, light blue, gold and white tissue paper cut into irregular 

pieces
• Black sharpie
• Laminator



PREP 
• Cut out arched shaped windows in two cardstocks or construction papers 

at a time
• Glue one window to the inside of laminator pouch
• Cut out the tissue papers into small pieces
• Cover tables with butcher paper
• Arrange pencils, laminator/black window and matching black window, 

tissue pieces, glue per station

CHAGALL AND STAINED GLASS
One of Chagall's major contributions to art has been his work with stained 
glass. This medium allowed him further to express his desire to create 
intense and fresh colors and had the added benefit of natural light and 
refraction interacting and constantly changing: everything from the position 
where the viewer stood to the weather outside would alter the visual effect. 
He was able to convey striking images using only two or three colors. It is 
said that "Chagall is unrivaled in this ability to give a vivid impression of 
explosive movement with the simplest use of colors..."
Think of the dreamlike subject matter Chagall used in his paintings. He did 
the same in stained glass, every pane is a microcosm of Chagall's world, 
real and imaginary, some from his dreams and some from his childhood 
memories. Take a look at a close up of the pane of glass and see the 
whimsical creatures he created (show close up). His glass tells a story. You 
are going to tell a story in your stained glass using a few colors like 
Chagall.

PROJECT
• Chagall made brightly colored stained glass windows.  We will start by 

writing our names in a small size in a corner of the window.
• Next we will use the black sharpie to draw a stain glass lead pattern.  You 

may make a flower, bird or other object. One of the themes he liked was 
PEACE- maybe that could be your theme.

• Next pick the glue stick and smear glue over the plastic laminator on the 
inside.

• Now start sticking tissue papers of the different colors over the window 
until it is completely covered.

• Pick the other part of the black window opening and put glue on one side.  
Stick this over the window frame.

• Next have a volunteer help you glue the laminator sheet flap over your 
work to secure it.

• The adult volunteer will now pass your completed work through the 
laminator.
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